Introduction
In this chapter we are concerned wah dlgonthms that solve two basic problems in computational number theory factonng integers mlo pnme factors, and tindmg discrete loganthms
In the factonng problem one is given an integer n> l, and one is asked lo find the decomposition of n mto pnme factors It is common to spht this problem mto two parts The first is caJJed primultty testmg given n, determme whether n is pnme or composite The second is called factorization if n ts composite, find a nontnvial divisor of n In the discrete loganthm problem one is given a pnme number p, and two elements h, y of the multiphcatwe group FJ of the field of integers modulo p The question is to determme whether y is a power of h, and, if so, to find an integer m with y -h m The same problem can be posed for other explicitly given groups instead of FJ We shall present a detailed survey of the best currently available algorithms to solve these problems, paying special attention to what is known, or beJieved to be true, about their time complexity The algonthms and their analyses depend on many different parts of number theory, and we cannot hope to present a complete cxposition from first pnnciples The necessary background is reviewed in the first few sections of the present chapter The remaming sections are then devoted to the problems mentioned above It will be seen that only the pnmality testmg problem may be considered to be reasonably well solved No satisfactory solution is known for the factorization problem and the discrete loganthm problem It appears that these two problems are of roughly the same level of difficulty Number theory is traditionally beheved to be the purest of all sciences, and within number theory the hunt for large pnmes and for factors of large numbers has always seemed particularly remote from apphcations, even to other questions of a numbertheoretic nature Most number theonsts considered the small group of colleagues that occupied themselves with these problems äs being mflicted with an mcurable but harmlesi, Obsession Initially, the introduction of electronic Computers hardly changed this Situation The factonng Community was provided with a new weapon in its eternal baltle, and the fact that their exacting calculations could be used to lest Computing equipment hardly elevated their scientihc Status
In the 1970s two developments took place that entirely altered this state of affairs The first is the introduction of complexity theory, and the second is the discovery that computational number theory has apphcations in cryptology
The formahsm of complexity theory enabled workers in the field to phrase the fruits of their mtellectual labors in terms of theorems that apply to more than a finite number of cases For example rather than saymg that they proved certain specific numbers prime by means of a certain method, they could now say that the same method can be used to lest any number n for pnmahty within time /(n), for some function / Although this is doubtlessly a more respectable Statement from a mathematical pomt of view, u turned out that such asymptotic assertions appealed rnainly to theoretical Computer scientists, and that many mathematicians had a tendency to regard these results äs being of an exclusively theoretical nature, and of no interest for practical computations It has since been mterestmg to observe that the practical vahdity of asymptotic time 676 A K LFNSTRA H W LENSTRA, JR bounds mcreased with the speed of Computers, and nowadays an algonthm is considered mcomplete without a complexity analysis
The area of number-theoretic complexity lost its. exclusive lunction äs a playground for theoretical Computer scientists with the discovery, by Rivest, Shamir and Adleman [67] , that the diificulty of factonzation can be applied for cryptological purposes We shall not descnbe Uns apphcation, but we note that for the construction of the cryptographic scheme that they proposed it is important that pnmality testmg is easy, and that for the unbreakabihty of the scheme it is essential that factonzation is hard Thus, äs far äs factonzation is concerned, this is a negative apphcatton a break-through might make the scheme invalid and, if not restore the punty of computational number theory, at least clear the way for apphcations that its devotees would find more gratifymg
It is important to pomt out that there is only histoncal evidence that factonzation is an intnnsically hard problem Generations of number theonsts, a small army of Computer scientists, and legions of cryptologists spent a considerable amount of energy on it, and the best they came up with are the relatively poor algonthms that Section 4 will be devoted to Of course, äs long äs the widely beheved P^NP-conjecture remains unproved, complexity theory will not have fulfilled its ongmally intended mission of proving certain algortthmic problems to be intnnsically hard, but with factonzation the Situation is worse, since even the celebrated conjecture just mentioned has no imphcations about its mtractabihty Factonzation is considered easier than NP-complete and although the optimistic conjecture that it might be doable in polynomial time is only rarely pubhcly voiced, U is not an illegitimate hope to fester
Proving upper bounds for the running time of number-theoretic algonthms also mccis with substantial difficuUies We shall see that in many cases we have to be satisfied with results that depend on certain heunstic assumptions, of which the rigorous conlirmation must perforce be left to posterity Several other apphcations of computational number theory in cryptology have been found, a prominent role being played by the discrete loganlhm problem that we formulated above For more Information about these apphcat'ons we refer to [12, 53] Although the discrete logarithm problem has classically attiacted less attention than the factonng problem, H does have a venerable history, see [27, Chapter VIII], [35, 81] The methods that have been proposed for its solution are also important for fattonzation algonthms, and we discuss them in Section 3 What we have said above about the complexity of factonzation applies to the discrete logarithm problem äs well.
Many more problems than those that we deal w>ih would fit under the heading algonthms m number theory, and we have preferred a thorough treatment of a few representative topics over a more superficial discusaion of many As gutdes for subjects that we left out wemention Knuth'sbook [37, Chapter 4] and thecollectionofarticles pubhshed m [47] Up-to-date Information can often be traced through the current issues of Mathematics of Computation An important subject that is much different m >pmt is computational yeometry of number^, m particular the basis reduction algonthm of Lovasz [43] For a discussion of this area and its applicalions m linear programming and combinatorial optimization we refer to [31, 72] Throughout this paper, time will mean number of bit operations We employ the
following notation. By Z we denote the ring of integers, and by R the sei of real numbers. For a positive integer n we denote by Z/nZ the ring of integers modulo n. For a prime power q, the finite field containing q elements is denoted by F,, and its multiplicative group by FJ; notice that for a prime number p we have that F,sZ/pZ. The number of primes !ξ χ is denoted by π(χ); the function n is called the pnme counting function.
Preliminaries
Subsections 2.A-2.D contain some background for the matenal presented in the remainder of this chapter. We suggest that the reader only consults one of these first four subsections äs the need arises.
2.A. Smoothness
In many of the algorithms that we will present, the notion oismoothness will play an important role. We say that an integer is smooth with respect to y, or y-smooth, if all its prime factors are <>·. In what follows, we will often be interested in the probability that a random integer between l and χ is smooth with respect to some y.
To derive an expression for this probability, we define ψ(χ, y) äs the number of positive integers s£x that are smooth with respect to y. Lower and upper bounds for φ(χ, y) are known from [15, 25] . Combination of these results yields the following. For a fixed arbitrary ε>0, we have that for x^ 10 and u<(logx)' ~', for a function / that satisfies f(x, u)/u-»0 for «-» oo uniformly in x. For fixed a, β e R > 0 we find that for «->oo iog.) _ n . . ^ΐβ) yiog "/log log n) -i** which can conveniently be written äs where L(n)=e v/i°" " lo ''°'". It follows that a random positive integer ^ n" is smooth with respect to L(nf with probability ίΧη)"·"" 2 "* 011 ', for n-+oo. 
2.B. Elliptic curves
We give an introduction to clliptic curves. For details and proofs we refer to [45, 75] . Our presentation is by no means conventional, but reflects the way in which we apply elliptic curves.
Let p be a prime number. The projective plane P 2 (F r ) over F 7 consists of the equivalence classes of tnples (x,y, z)e F p x F p x F,,, (x, y, z)/0, where two triples (x,y,z) and (x',/,z') arc equwalent if cx = x', cy = /, and cz = z' for some ce F*, the equivalence class contaming (x, y, z) is denoted by There is one point (x :y : z) e £(F,) for which z = 0, namely the zero pomt (0: l :0), denoted by O The other points of £(F P ) are the points (x:y:l), where x, y e F,, satisfy (2.1). The set £(F P ) has the structure of an abelian group The group law, which we will wnte additively, is defined äs follows.
THE GROUP LAW. For any PeE(F") we define P + O = O + P~P.
For non-zero P = (x t yrlK β = (χ 2 :>'2:1)ε£(Ρ ρ ) we define P + C = 0 if x,=x 2 and y^-y 2 -Otherwise, the sum P + Q is defined äs the point (x: -y:l)e£(F,,) for which (x,y) satisfies (2.1) and lies on the hne through (ΧΙ,>Ί) and (χι,^ζ); if Xi=*2> we take the tangent hne to the curve in (xi.^Jinstead. With A=(>, -yi)/(xi -Xj)ifX| ^x 2) and A-(3xi + a)/(2y l ) otherwise, we find that χ = λ 2 -Xi~Xj and y = λ(x-x l )+y^. The proof that E(F P ) becomes an abelian group with this group law can be found in [75, Chapter 3] .
THEORDEROF£(F,,)
. Theorder #£(F,,)oftheabeliangroup£(F p )equalsp-f-l -i for some integer f with |t| ^2,/p, a theorem due to Hasse (1934) . Conversely, a result of Deunng [26] can be used to obtain an expression for the number of times a given integer of the above form p + I -t occurs äs # £(F"), fo' a fixed p, where £ ranyges over all elhptic curves over F p This result imphes that for apy integer i with |r| < 2^/p there is an elliptic curve E over F p for which #£(F,,) = p+ l -t A consequence of this result that will prove to be important for our purposes is that #£(F P ) is approximalely uniformly distributed over the numbers near p + l if £ is uniformly distnbuted over all ellrptic curves over F p .
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whereNdenotes thenumberofpairs a,bef p lhat defineanellipticcurve E = E ab over F p with #h(F")eS ßecause N/p 2 is the probabihty (hat a random pair a, b defines an elliptic curve £ over F p for which #£(F p )eS, this proposition asserts that this probabihty is essentially equal to the probability that a random integer near p is in S 2.6. COMPUTING THE ORDER OF £(F P ) For an elliptic curve £ over F p the number # £(F P ) can be computed by means of the division pmnts method, due to Schoof [71] Thi<> method works by mvestigatmg the action of the Frobemus endomorphism on the /-division points of the curve, for various small pnme numbers / An /-division pomt is a pomt P over an extension of F p for which / · P = O, and the Frobemus endomorphism is the map sending (x y z) to (x f y f z") The division points method is completely determimstic, guaranteed to work if p is pnme, and runs m O((log p)") bit operations (cf Another method makes use of the complex multiplication field The complex multiplication field L of an elliptic curve £ with # £(F p ) = p + l -t is deßned äs the imagmary quadratic field Q((f 2 -4p) l/2 )(cf (24)) Forcertam special curves the fieJd L is known, for mstance for the curve y 2 -x 3 + 4x and p s l mod 4 we have L = Q(i), afact that was already known to Gauss KnowingZ-givesafast way of computmg #£ (F p ) Namely, suppose that L is known for some elliptic curve £, then the ring of mtegers A of L contams the zeros p, p of the polynomial X 2 -tX + p, and # £(F P ) = (p -l )(p -1) Although this polynomial is not known, a zero can be determmed by looking for an element π in A for which ππ = ρ (see (59) ) This π can be shown to be unique up to complex conjugation and units in A For a suitable unit u in A we then have that p = im, so that #£(F p )=(u7t-1)(«π-1) In most cases A will have only t wo units, namely l and -l, only if L=Q(i)(or L=Q( N /-3)) we have four(or six) units in A In thecase that A has only the units l and -l, an immediate method to decide whether # £(F P ) equals (π -\ )(π -l)=/»'or (-π -l)(-π -1) = m" does not yet exist, äs far äs we know, in practice one could select a random pomt P e F(f f ) such that not both m' · P and m" · P are equal to O, so that #£(F p )=m for the unique me {m', m"} for which ιη·Ρ = Ο If A contams four or six units there exists a more direct method [33, Chapter 18] In (5 9) we will use this method in the Situation where L, A, and p are known, the elliptic curve £ will then be constructed äs a function of L and p 2.7. ELLIPTIC CUKVES MODULO n To motivate what follows, we bnefly discuss elliptic curves modulo n, for a positive integer n. First we define what we mean by the projecti ve plane P 2 (Z/nZ) over the ring Z/nZ Consider the set of all tnples (x, y, z) e (Z/nZ) 3 for which x, y, z generate the unit ideal of Z/nZ, ι e, the x, y, z for which gcd(x, y, z, n) = ! The group of units (Z/nZ)· acts on this set by u(x, y, z) = (ux, uy, uz) The orbit of (x, y, z) under this action is denoted by (x y z), and P 2 (Z/nZ) is the set of all orbits We now restnu to the case that gcd(n, 6)= l An elliptic curve E-E ab modulo n is a pair a, b & Z/nZ for which 4a 3 + 27i> 2 e (Z/nZ)* 1t follows from Subsection 2 B that 680 A K LfcNSTRA, H W LENbTRA, JR for any pnme p dividing n, the pair ä = a mod p, B =b mod p defines an elliptic curve £" 6 over F". The set of points of this latter curve will be denoted by E(f p ) The set of points £(Z/»iZ) of £ modulo n is defmed by Clearly, for any (x:y.z)e £(Z/nZ) and for any pnme p dividing n, we have that ((x mod p)'(y mod p) (z mod p)) e £(F P ) It is possible to define a group law so that £(Z/nZ) becomes an abetian group, but we do not need this group structure for our purposes Instead it suffices to define the followmg "pseudoaddition" on a subset of £(Z/nZ) 2.8. PARTIAL ADDITION ALGORITHM Let K"<=P 2 (Z/nZ)consist of theelements(x'j':l)of P 2 (Z/nZ) together with the zero element (0. l -0), which will be denoted by O. For any Pe V" we define P + O = O + P = P. Fornon-zeroP=(xi:j> l :l) ) g=(x2:>'j:l)e ^"and any ae Z/nZ we descnbe an addition algonthm that either finds a divisor d of n with l <d<n, or determineb an element Re K" that will be called the sum of P and Q.
(1) If x,=x 2 and y, = -y 2 put R = O and stop. (2) If Χ! 5*x 2 , perform step (2)(a), otherwise perform step (2)(b). (2) This ßnishes the description of the addition algonthm. Clearly the algonthm requires O ((logn) 2 ) bit operations. Notice that this algonthm can be applied to any P, ße y" for any ae Z/nZ, irrespective äs to whether there exists be Z/nZ such that a, b defines an elliptic curve modulo n with P, β e £ 0-1> (Ζ/·ίΖ).
2.9. PARTIAL ADDITION WHEN TAKEN MODULO p. Let p be ariy pnme dividing n, and let P, denote the pomt of P 2 (F P ) obtamed from Pe V" by reducing its coordmates modulo p. Assume that, for some a e Z/nZ and P, Q 6 V" the algonthm in (2.8) has been succesiful in Computing the sum R = P + Q e V n . Let α denote a mod p, and suppose that there exists an element be F p such that 4J 3 + 27i> 2 y Oand such that P", Q f e E a , k (F p ). It then follows from (2 3) and (2 8 ) that R p = P P + ß p in the group E a _ b (F p ) .
Notice also that P = 0 if and only if P p = O f , for P 6 V,.
MULTIPLICATION BY A CONSTANT
The algonthm in (2 8) allows us to multiply an element Pe V" by an integer ke Z >0 in the followmg way. By repeated application of the addition algonthm m (2 8) for some ae Z/nZ, we either find a divisor d of n with l<tl<n, or determme an element R = k-Pe V" such that according to (29) the followmg holds for any pnme p dividing n for which there exists an element b e F p such that 4ä 3 + 27fr 2 ^0 and P p e E ä . b (F f ), we have R"=k-P p in £ d .i,(F,,) where α = α mod />. Notice that in the latter case R" = O p if and only if the order of P, e £ d , t (F p ) divides k. But R p = Op if and only if K = O, äs we noted in (2.9), which is equi valent to Λ, = O" for any prime q dividing n. We conclude that if k· P has been computed successfully, and if q is another prime satisfying the same conditions äs p above, then k is a multiple of the order of P f if and oniy if k is a multiple of the order of P,.
By repeated duplications and additions, multiplication by k can be done in O(log fc) applications of Algorithm (2.8), and therefore in O((log k)(log n)
2 ) bit operations.
2.11.
RANDOMLY SELECTING CURVES AND POINTS. In Subsection 5.C we will be in the Situation where we suspect that n is prime and have to select elliptic curves £ modulo n (in (5.7)) and points in E(Z/«Z) (in (5.6)) at random. This can be accomplished äs follows. Assume that gcd(n, 6) = l . Randomly select a,be Z/nZ until 4α 3 + llb 1 Φ 0, and verify that gcd(«,4a 1 -)-27i) 2 )= l, äs should be the case for prime n; per trial the probability of success is (n -l )/n, for n prime. The pair a, b now defines an elliptic curve modulo n, according to (2.7).
Given an elliptic curve E = £ a , t modulo n, we randomly construct a point in E(Z/nZ). First, we randomly select an χ e Z/nZ until x 3 + ax + b is a square in Z/nZ. Because we suspect that n is prime, this can be done by check ing whether (x 3 + ax + />)'"" l) ' 2 = 1. Next, we determine y äs a zero of the polynomial X 2 -(x 3 + ax + b) e (Z/nZ)[X] using for instance the probabilistic method for Unding roots of polynomials over finite fields described in [37, Section 4.6.2]. The resuhing point (x:y:l) is in E(Z/nZ).
For these algorithms to work, wedo not need a proof that n is prime, but if n is prime, they run in expected time polynomial in Jog n.
2.C. Class groups
We review some results about class groups. For details and proofs we refer to [9, 70] These inequalities imply that a ^ ^/\A\ß; it follows that C A is finite. For any form (a, h, c) of discnmmant Δ we can easily find the reduced form equivalent to it by means of the following reduction algonthm (1) Replace (a, b) by (a, b -2ka) , where fceZ is such that -a<b - (2) li (a, b, c) is reduced, then stop, otherwise, replace (a, i>, c) by (c, -b, a) 13 . COMPOSITION ALGORITHM The set C 4 , which can now be identified with the set of reduced forms of discrimmant A, is a finite abelian group, the c/ass group The group law, which we will wnte multiplicatively, is defined äs follows The inverse of (a, b) follows from an apphcation of the reduction algonthm to (a, -6), and the unit elcment Ij is (l, [6] it suffices to take c = 48 Lei A be an (n χ n)-matnx over a finite field, for some positive integer n, and let b be an n-dimensional vettor over the same field Suppose we want to solve the System Αχ-b over the field It is well-known that this can be done by means of Gaussian ehmipation in O(n 3 ) field operations 1 his number of operations can be improved to O(n 2 i16 ) (cf [23] )
A more important improvement can be obtamed if the matnx A is s>parse, ι e, if the number of non-zero entnes in A u> very small This will be the case in the apphcations 684 A K LENSTRA, H W LENSTRA, JK below There are several melhods that take advanlage of sparseness For t wo ofthose algonthms, we refer to [22, 53] There it 14 shown lhat both the conjuyaie gradient methoti and the Lanczos method, methods that are known to be efficient for sparse Systems over the real numbers, can be adapted to finite fields. These algonthms, which are due to Coppersmith, Karmarkar, and Odlyzko, achieve, for sparse Systems, essentially the same running time äs the method that we are gomg to present here. proof of Ihese timings and a deterministic version of (bis probabihslic algonthm we refer to [82] How the Singular case should be handled can be found in [82, 53] 2.22. SOLVING FQUATIONS OVER THE RING Z/mZ In the sequel we often have to solve a System of linear equations over the ring Z/mZ, where m is not necessanly pnme We bnefly sketch how this can be done usmg Wiedemann's coordmate recurrence method Instead of solving the System over Z/mZ, we solve the System over the fields Z/pZ for the pnmes p|m, lift the Solutions to the rings Z/p*Z for the pnme powers p*|m, and finally combme these Solutions to the solution over Z/mZ by means of the Chinese remamder algonthm In practice we will not try lo obtain a complete factonzation of m, but we just start solving the System modulo m, and contmue until we try to divide by a zero divisor, in which case a factor of m is found Lifting a solution /4x 0 = b modulo p to a solution modulo p" can be done by wnting Ax 0 -b = py for some integer vector y, and solving Ax t -y modulo p It follows that
This process is repeatcd until the solution modulo p* is determmed We conclude that a System over Z/mZ can be solved by O(Iogm) apphcations of Algonthm (2 19) 
Algorithms for finite abelian groups
A Introduction
Let G be a finite abelian group whose elements can be represented in such a way that the group operations can be performed efficiently In the next few sections we are interested in two computational problems concerning G finding the order of G or of one of its elements, and Computing discrete loganthms in G For the latter problem we will often assume that the order n of G, or a small multiple of n, is known By Computing discrete loganthms we mean the followmg Let H be the subgroup of G generated by an element he G For an elemenl y of G, the problem of Computing the discrete \ogunthm \og H y ofy wtth respect to h, is the problem to decide whether ye H, and if so, to compute an integer m such that h m =y, in the latter case we wnte log h y=m Evidently, \og h y is only defined modulo the order of h Because the order of h is an unknown divisor of n, we will regard log^j; äs a not necessanly well defined integer modulo n, and represent it by an integer m {0, l, , n-1} Although log,,); is often referred to äs the mdex of y with respect to h, we will only refer to it äs the discrete loganthm, or loganthm, of y Examples of groups we are interested m are multiphcative groups of finite fields, sets of points of elliptic curves modulo pnmes (cf Subsection 2 B), class groups (cf Subsection 2C), and multiphcative groups modulo composite integers In the first example n is known, and for the second example two methods to compute n were mentioned in (2 6) In all examples above, the group elements can be represented m a uu.que way Equahty of two elements can therefore be tested efhuently, and membership of a sorted list of cardmality k can be decided in log Λ compansons Examples where umque 686 A K LENSTRA, H W LENSTRA, Je representations do not exist are for instance multiplicative groups modulo an \m\pecified pnme divisor of an integer n, or sets of points of an ellipdc curve modulo n, whcn taken modulo an un-speafied pnme divisor of n (cf (2 7)) In these examples mequality can be (esled by means of a gcd-computation If two nonidentically represented elements are equal, the gcd will be a nontnvial divisor of n In Subsection 4 B we will see how this can be exploited
In Subsection l B we present some algonthms for both of our problems that can be applied to any group G äs above By their general nature they are quite slow, the number of group operations required is an exponential function of log n Algonthms for groups with vmooth order are given m Subsection 3 C (cf Subsection 2 A) For groups contaming many smooth elements, subexponential discrete loganthm algonthms are given in Subsection 3 D Almost all of the algonthms m Subsection 3 D are only applicable to the case where G is the multiplicative group of a finite field, with the added restnction that h is a primitive root of the same field In that case G = H, so that the decision problem becomes trivial An application of these techmques to class groups is presented in Remark ( 3 13) For practical consequences of the algonthms in Subsections 3 B through 3 D we refer to the original papers and to [53] 
B Exponential algonthms
Lei G be a finite abehan group äs in Subsection 3 A, let he G be a generator of a subgroup H of G, and let ye G In this section we discuss three algonthms to compute log^y The algonthms have in common that, with the proper choice for y, they can easily be adapted to compute the order n h of A, or a small multiple of n t Of course, log^y can be computed determimstically in at most n* multiphcations and 1 ' is found tobe equal to/t j , then log», y = is + ; Otherwise, i(yh~" is not found in the hst for any of the values of i, then either y$ H or log^y^s 2 This method tan be turned into a method thdt can be guaranteed to use ALÜORITHMS IN NUMBER TIIEORY log n/,) operations in G, both to compute discrete logarithms and lo compute η Λ . For the latler problem, we pul y~ l, and apply the above method wilh s = 2* for fc= 1,2, . . . in succession, excluding the case where both i and j are zero. After
operations in G, we find/ and j such that /i' 2 '' 1 ' J = l, and therefore a small multiple of n/,. To compute log h y we proceed similarly, but to guarantee a timely termination of the algorithm in case y$ //, we look for h' 1 * in the list äs well; if some h~" is in the hst, but none of the yh ~'' is, then y φ H. We could also first determine n h , and put s = Γ\Α»ί 1·
We conclude that both the order of h and discrete logarithms with respect to h can be computed deterministically in n i l2+otl> multiplications and comparisons in G, for η Λ -»αο. The method requires storage for O(^/ni,) group elements. In practice it can be recommended to use hashing (cf. [38, Section 6 .4]) instead of sorting.
3.2. MULTIPLE DISCRETE LOGARiTiiMSTO THE SAME BASIS. lfe> l discrete logarithms with respect to the same h of order n,, have to be computed, we can do better than O(e^/n H χ log n,,) group operations, if we allow for more than O(^/n,,) group elements being stored. Of course, if e^n h , we simply make a sorted list of h' for i =0,1,. . ., n h -l, and look up each element in the list; this takes O(e logjf,,) group operations and storage for n H group elements. If e<n h , we put s = [,/e-n»], make a sorted list of h j for 0 Cj < s, and for each of the e elements y we compule yh'" for i = Q,\,. ..,\n h /s\ until yh~" equals one of the values in the list. This takes group operations, and storage for Ot^/e-n,,) group elements. [58] ). The following randomized method needs only a constant amount of storage. It is randomized in the sense that we cannot give a worst-case upper bound for its running time. We can only say that the expecied number of group operations to be performed is O(^/n) to compule discrele logarithms, and O(^/n h ) to compute the order n>, of Λ; here n is the order of G. Lei us concentrate on Computing discrete logarithms first.
POLLARD'S RHO METHOD (cf.
Assume that a number n is known that equals the order of G, or a small multiple thereof. We randomly partition G into threesubsets GI, G 2 , and G 3 ,ofapproximately the same size. By an Operation in G we mean either a group Operation, or a membership lest χ e? GJ. For y e G we define the sequence yo,yt,y2,··· in G by y 0 = y, and 1=1,2, we expect to find y k = y zk Sot k = O(,/n) The sequence has been defined in suchawaythdt y k =y 2k easilyyic\dsy ek =h"' k (orccttdme i ,m ll e{Q,l, ,«-1} Usmg the extended Fuchdean algonthm we compute s and i such that s-e k +fn = d where d = gul(ii k , n), if </=!, which is not unlikely lo occur, we lind log*)'= v m* mod n If d> l then we do not immediately know the value of log».y, but we can exploit the fau that \"· -h""· äs follows We mlroduce a number />0, to be thought of äs the smallebt known multiple of n/, Initially we put / = n Every Urne that / is changed, we first check that / = l (if / /1 then clearly y φ H), and next we compute new s, /, and d with £/ = gcd(e",/) = s-i; t +i·/ Note that A""*" Of course, we could dehne the recurrence relation (3 4) in vanous other ways, ab long äs the rebulting sequence satishes our requirements Notice that, if ye H, the recurrence relation (3 4) is dehned over H Ifaiso the Ο,η/ί are buch that the bequence behaves äs a random mapping from H to W, then we expect the dibcrete loganthm algonthm to run in O(,/ii) operations m G In the case that n or bome multiple of n h is not known, a multiple of « A can be computed in a bimilar way in dboul O( v /n^) operdtions in C To do this, one partitions G into a bomewhat larger numberofbubsetbGj,say 20,andonedehnes y a -I.and y, = h 1 '·}>,-, if y t -l eGiriere (he numbers t t are randomly chosen from {2, 3, , B-l), where B is an estimate for n h (tf [68] )
We conclude this section by mentioning another randomized algonthm for Computing dibcrete loganthms, the so-called Lambda meihodfor catching kanyaroos, also dut to Pollard [58] It can only be used when log,, y κ known to exist, and lies in a sptuhed intcrval of width n, U is not necessary that the order of G, or a small multiple thertof, ΐί, known The method requires O(^/w) operatio/is in G, and a bmall amount of btorage (depcndmg on the Implementation), but canno' be guaranleed to hdve success, the fdilure probabihty ε, however, Cdn be made jrbitrarily bmall, at the cost of mcrcdbing the running time which depcndb hnearly on ^/logil/c) We will not pursue tlus dpprodch further, but refer the interested re<»der to [58] Notice that, with w = n, thib method tdii bc used inbtead of the rho method debcnbed above, if at leabt y e H 3 C Groups with imooth order in bome cabes one nught subpect that the order of G, or of h, hab oniy small pnme lactors ic.ibs bmoothforsomesmallieZ >0 (cf Subsection2 A) Ifonealsoknowban uppu bound B on the order, thib smootlmesb can eabily be tesled Namely, in these circumstances the order should divide (3.5) fc = fe(s,ß)= Π P' P < p pr ime where t f e Z a0 's maximal such that p' p < ß Raising h to the /cth power should yield the unit element in G, this takes O(s log, ß) multiphcations in G to verify If Λ* indeed equals the unit element, the order of h can be deduced after some additional computations 3.6 . THE CHINESE REMAINDER THEOREM METHOD(C/ [56] ) Also for the discrete loganthm Problem a smooth order is helpful, äs was first noticed by Silver, and later by Pohhg and Hellman [56] Let n h = Π^ρ"' be the pnme factorization of n h If y e H, then it suffices to determme log fc y = m modulo each of the p' F , followed by an apphcation of the Chinese remamder algonthm This observation leads to an algonthm that tdkes (3 2) we now arnve at the estimates mentioned above
D Subexponential algonthms
In this subsection we will conccntrate on algonthms to compute discrele logdnthms with respect to a primitive root g of the multiplicative group G of a finite lield In this case the order of G is known In principle the methods to be presented here can be applied to any group for which the concept of smoothness makes sense, and that contams sufficiently many smooth elements This is the case for instance for class groups, äs is shown in Remark ( 3 13) We do not addrcss the problem of finding a primitive root of G, or deciding whether a given element is d primitive root Notice however that the latter can easily be actomplished if the factonzation of the order of G is kno wn It would be interesting to analyze how the algonthms in this subsection behave in the case where it not known whether q κ a primitive root or not A ngorous analysis of the expected runntng time has only been givcn for a slightly different version of the first algonthm below [61] The timings of the other algonthms in this section are heuristic estimates 3.7. RFMARK Any algonthm that computes discrete logarithms with respect to a primitive root of a finite field can be used to compute logarithms with respect to any non-zero element of the field Let g be a primitive root of a finite field, G the multiphcative group of order n of the field, and h and y any two elements of G To decide whether ye</i> = W and, if so, to compute \og h y, we proceed äs follows dt ""<» Remark that N(/)= #F 2 ", and that the order n of G equals 2™ -l A polynomial in F 2 [Ä'] \ssmooth wif/ι respect to χ for some xell >0 , if it factors äs a product of irreducible polynomials of norm ix It follows from a theorem of Odhzko [53] that a random element of G of norm ^n" is L"[/f]-smooth with probability L"[ -α/(2/ί)], for a,/?e R >0 fixed wuh a< l, and n-»oo Furthermore, an element of G of degree k can be factored in time polynomial in k (cf [37] 
) The number of irreducible polynomials of norm ^L"[ß~\ is about
These results can all easily be generyhzed to finite fields of arbitrary, but fixed, characteristic 3.10 THE INDEX CALCULUS ALGORITHM Let q be a generator of a group G of order n äs in ALCORITHMS IN NUMBER THEOKV 69t (3.8) or (3.9); "prime eJement" will mean "primc number" (3.8) or "irreducible polynomial" (3.9), and for G = (Z/p Z)* the "norm" of χ e G will be χ itself. Let y e G, and let S be the set of prime elements of norm < L n [ff\ for some /? e R >0 . We abbreviate i-nCß] to L[ß}. The algorithms lo compute log,,)· that we present in this subsection consist of two stages (cf. [81] ):
(1) precomputation: compute log, s for all s ε S; (2) cotnputation of log, y: find a multiplicati ve relation bei ween y and the elements of S, and derive log,)» using the result from the precomputation stage. This gives rise to an algorithm whose expected running time is bounded by a polynomial function of L(n); notice that this is better than O(n') for every ε > 0(cf. [ 1] ).
First, we will describe the second stage in more detail, and analyze its expected running time. Suppose that the discrete logarithms of the prime elements of norm <L[/fJ all have been computed in the first stage. We determine an integer e such that yg" factors äs a product of elements of S, by randomly selecting inlegers e e {0, l ..... n-l } until yg'eG is smooth with respect to L[/T). For the resulting e we have so that
where the log, s are known from the precomputation stage. By the results cited in (3.8) and (3.9) we expect that L[l/(2/?)] trials suffice to find e. Because the time per trial is bounded by L[0] for both types of groups, we expect to spend time £[l/(2/S)] for each discrete logarithm. Now consider the precomputation stage, the compulation of log, s for all s e S. We collect multiplicative relations between the elements of S, i.e., linear equations in the log, i. Once we have sufficiently many relations, we can compute the log, s by solving a System of linear equations.
Collecting multiplicative relations can be done by randomly selecting integers e e (0, l,..., n -l} until g" e G is smooth with respect to L\Jf\. For a successfui e we have itS w h ich yields the linear equation 
, and let S be the set of pnme elements of norm ^ L" [/?] for some β e R > 0 . We abbreviate L"[/T) to L[ß\. The algorithms to compute log"j' that we present in this subsection consist oft wo stages (cf [81] )·
(1) precomputanon' compute log e s for all seS, (2) compuiafiorto/log^findamultiplicativerelationbetween yand theelementsof S, and derive log e y using the result from the precomputation stage. This gives nse to an algonthm whose expected running time is bounded by a polynomial function of L(«)> notice that this is better than O(n') for every ε > 0 (cf [ l ] Now consider the precomputation stage, the computation of log, s for all i e S We collect multiphcative relations between the elements of S, i.e., linear equations in the log" s Once we have sufficiently many relations, we can compute the log, s by solvmg a System of linear equations.
Collecting multiphcative relations can be done by randomly selecting mtegers e e {0, l,. ., n-1} until g"e G is smooth with respect to L[ß\. For a successful e we have ,tS which yields the linear equation (39), the algonthm m (3 10), and the modihcations prcsented below, can be adapted to finite helds of arbitrary, but fixed, charactenstic For F p3 a modified Version of the index-calculus aigonthm is presented in [29J, according to Odlyzko [53] this method apphes to F fm , for fixed m, äs well It is an äs yet unanswered question how to compute discrete loganthms when both p and m tend to mfinity 3.13. Ri MARK The ideas from the index-calculus algonthm can be apphed to other groups äs well Consider for instance the case that G is a class group äs in Subsection 2 C, of unknown Order n Suppose we want to compute the discrete loganthm of y with respect to h, for h, y e G Let S be a set of prime forms that generates G (cf (2 17)) The mappmg ψ from Z s to G that maps (e f ), fS ε Z s to n jes s'· e G is a surjection The kernel of φ is a sublattice of the lattite Z s , and Z s /ker(<p) s G In p.jrticular the determmant of ker(<p) equals n To calculate ker(<p), we introduce a subgroup Λ of 1? to be thought of äs the largest subgroup of ker(<p) that is known Initially one puts Λ = {0} To eniarge Λ, one iooks for relations between the elements of S Such relations can be found in a way similar to the precomputation stage of (3 10)), äs descnbed in (4 12), the primitive root g is replaced by a product of random powersof elements of S, thus producing a random groupelement Every relation gives nse to an element r e ker(<p) One tests whether r e /l, and if not one replaces Λ by A + Z/% if Λ is given by a basis m Hermite form, this can be done by means of the algonthm of [36] Repeating this a number of times, one may expect to find a lattice Λ contaming |S| independent vectcn. The determmant of Λ is then a non-zero multiple of n After some additional Steps it will happen that Λ does not change any more, so that one may hope that yl = ker(<p) In that case, det(/l) = n, and Z s //lsG Supposing that /l = ker(<p), we can write G äs a direct sum of cyclic groups by bringing the matnx defining Λ to diagonal form [36] 
. A MfcTHOD BASEDON THbRESiDUE LisTsiEVEFROM [22] We now discuss a vanant of the index-calculus algonthm that yields a better heunstic running time, namely L[1] for the precomputalion and L[\~] per individual loganlhm Jnstead of looking for random smooth group elements that yield equations like (3 11), we look for smooth elements of much smaller norm that still produce the necessary equations Because elementb of smaller norm ha ve a higher probabihty of being smooth, we expect that this will give a faster algonthm
For ease of exposition we take G = (Z/pZ)*, äs in (3 8) , so that n = p-l Let the Dotation be äs in ( 3 10 Gencrahzation of this idea to G -l· fm, äs in (3 9), follows immediately if we select some polynomial </e F 2 [A'] of norm about 2 m/2 (for instance g = X lm ' 2] ), and compute q, reF 2 [X]such that f = qg + r (cf (3 9)) withdegree(r)<degree(i/) In the precomputdtion we consider
In the second stage we wnte t] = hx + x for h, x:eF 2 
[A"] wilh degree(i)<degree(x), where χ is äs above, choose v = h + ü with N(u) </,[£], and consider uvx -f
The running time analysis rcmains unchanged Inste<td of finding t), q, r äs above, we could also choose / in (3 9) such that / = A""+/, with degree(/,)<m/2, so that we can take 0 = q = X I(m+1 " 2 "
A METHOD BASEDON THE LINEAR SIEVE ALGORi THM PROM [22]
Agam we consider G =(Z/p Z)* An improvement of( 3 14) that is of practical importance, although it does not affect the timings when expressed in L(n), can be obtamed by including the numbers " 6 
is that uv-p is now only O(L[i] Jp), whereas it is O(L[\~]jp) m (3 14)
In practice this will make a considerable difference in the probabihty of smoothness The second stage can be adapted m a straightforward way The running times we get are only heunstic estimates
In the methods for G = (Z/P Z)* descnbed m ( 3 14) and (3 15), the use of the smoothness test referred to in (3 8) can be replaced by sieving techniques This does not change the asymptotic running times, but the resulting algonthms will probably be faster in practice [22] To compute Iog B y for y e Ff m we proceed äs follows. We find e such that yg'modfoi norm ^L [l,l] to the problem of Computing the discrete loganthms of polynomials of norm <i-[i,l] (the irreducible factors of u t /y and u 2 ). To express lo& g y m terms of log e 4 for s e S, we apply the above method recursively to each of the irreducible factors of u t /y and w 2 , thus creating a sequence of norms that converges to LfJ;l] The recursion is always applied to <m polynomials per recursion step, and at recursion depth O(logmjall factors have norm ^L [i,l] , so that the total time to express log"y in terms of )og e i for se S is bounded by We refer to [2l] for some useful remarks concermng the Implementation of this orithm. algorithm.
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Factoring integers
A Introduktion
Finite abehan groups piay an important role m several factoring algonthms To illustrate this, we consider Pollard's p -l method, which attempts to factor a composite number n usmg the following observation For a prime p and any multiple k of the order p-l of (Z/pZ)*, we have α* s l modp, for any integer a that is not divisible by p Therefore, if p divides n, then p divides gcd(a* -l, n), and it is not unlikely that a nontnvial divisor of n is found by Computing this gcd This imphes that prime factors p of n for which p-l is s-smooth (cf Subsection 2 A), for some se Z >0 , can often be detected in O(s iog s n) operations in Z/n Z, if we take k = k(s, n) äs in (3 5) Notice that, in this method, we consider a multiplicative group modulo an unspecified prime divisor of n, and that we hope that the order of this group is smooth (cf Subsections 3 A and 3 C) Unfortunately, this method is only useful for composite numbers that have prime factors p for which p -l is s-smooth for some small s Among the generahzations of this method [7, 57, 84] , one method, the elliptic curve method [45] , Stands out instead of relymg on fixed properties of a factor p, it depends on properties that can be randomized, mdependently of p To be more precise, the multiphcative group (Z/p Z)* of fixed order p-l isreplaced by the setofpomtsof an elliptic curve modulo p (cf (22)) This set of points is a group whose order is dose to p, varying the curve will vary the order of the group and trying sufficiently many curves will almost certamly produce a group with a smooth order Another way of randomizing the group is by usmg class groups (cf Subsection 2 C) For a small positive integer t with t = -n mod 4, we have that A = -in satisfies A = l mod4ifnisodd Accordmgto (2 14)and (2 16) 2 15)), so that, with Subsection 3 C and (2 16), it takes expected time L" [l] to factor n For details of this method, the class group method, we refer to [68] In the next few subsections we will discuss the elliptic curve method (Subsection 4 B), its consequences for other methods (Subsection 4 C), and a very practical factonng algonthm that does not depend on the use of elliptic curves, the multiple poiynomial Variation of the quadratic sieve algonthm (Subsection 4 D) In Subsection 4 E we mention an open problem whose solution would lead to a substantialiy faster factonng algonthm Other methods and extensions of the ideas presented here can be found in [37, 47, 66] The running times we denve are only informal upper bounds For ngorous proofs of some of the results below, and for Iower bounds, we refer to [59,6l] 
B Factoring integers with elliptic curves
Let n be a composite integer that we wish to factor In this subsection we present an algonthm to factor n that is bdsed on the theory of elliptic curves (cf Subsettion 2 B) 6 
The running time analysis of this Factoring algorithm depcnds upon an äs yet unproved hypothesis, for which we refer to Remark (4.4). [45] ). We assume that n> l, that gcd(«, 6)= l, and that n is not a power with exponent > 1; these conditions can easily be checked. To factor n we proceed äs follows:
THE ELLIPTICCURVE METHOD (cf.
Randomly draw a,x,yeZ/nZ, put P = (x:y:\)e V n (cf. (2.8)), and select an integer k -k(s, B) äs in (3.5) (with s and ß to be specified below). Attetnpt to compute k· P by means of the algorithm described in (2.10). If the attempt fails, a divisor dof n with l < d < n is found, and we are done; otherwise, if we ha ve computed k · /*, we Start all over again.
This finishes the description of the algorithm.
42. EXPLANATIONOFTHE ELLIPTICCURVE METHOD. We expect this algorithm to work, for a suitable choice of k, for the following reason. Let p and q be primes dividing n with p < q. In most iterations of the algorithm it will be the case that the pair a, y 2 -x 3 -ax when taken modulo p (modulo q) defines an elliptic curve over F p (over F,). Now suppose that k is a multiple of the order of P f ', the value for k will be chosen such that a certain amount of luck is needed for this to happen. //it happens, it is unlikely that we are so lucky for q äs weil, so that A: is not a multiple of the Order of P,. Then k · P cannot have been computed successfully (see (2.10)), and thereforc a factorization of n has been found instead.
RUNNING TIME ANALYSIS. Let p be the smallest prime divisor of n, and let
ßeR >0 .
We assume that the probability that the order of P f is smooth with respect to for the optimal choice ß = , Of course the above choice for k depends on the divisor p of n that we do not know yet. This can be remedied by replacing p by a te/itative upper bound v in the above analysis. If one Starts with a small v that is suitably increased in the course of the algorithm, one finds that a nontrivial factor of n can be found in expected time O ((logn) 2 L. ; ,[ x /2]) under the assumption made in (4.4). In the worst case v = ^/n this becomes L" [l] . The storage required is O(logn).
Another consequence is that for any fixed ae R >0 , an integer n can be tested for smoothness with respect toi) = L" For useful remarks concerning the Implementation of the elliptic curve method we referto [13, 50, 44] 44. ΚΒΜΑΚΚ A point that needs some further explanation is our assumption in (4 3) that the order of P, is L f [ß]-smootii with probability approximately L p [ -1/(2/<)] Lei t· a t(fp) be the group under consideration Regarding a and B äs random integers modulo p, Proposition (2 5) asserts that the probabihty that # E" t(V f ) is srnooth with respect to L r [ß] and contamed m the interval (p-^/p + l,P + ^/P + 1) is essentially thesameas the probabihty that a random integer in (p-fp + l,p + ^/P + l) l *L-e \ß\-smooth From Subsection 2 A we know that a random integer ^p is L p [/?]-smooth wjth probability L f [-l/(2/?)], and we azurne here that the same holds for random integers m (p --/P + l.P + v /P + ') Because this has not been proved yet, the running times in (4 3) are conjectural Of course, if #E aS (F p ) is LpfJQ-smooth, then the order of P p is LpfJO-smooth äs well 4.5. A RIGOROUS SMOOTHNESS TBST As explamed in (4 4), the running times in (4 3) are conjectural The result concerning the elhptic curve smoothness lest can, however, be ngorously proved, m a slightly weakei and average sense Bnefly, the followmg has been shown in [61] 
PROPOSITION There ii a vartant ofthe eüipnc curve method for which the followmg Statement 11, true For eac h positive real number ac t here exii>t!> ajunctton Üwiih0(x) = o(l) for x-+ oo, such that the number φ (χ, y) of y-smooih integers k^x that with probability at teast I -(log k)/k arejactored completely by the method in time at
with the O-constant dependmg an α
In other words, apart from a small proportion, all smooth numbers behave äs one would expect based on Subsection 2 A The "variant" mentioned in Proposition (4 6) is very simple first remove pnme factors ^e 64 " 0 ·' 0 ** 1 ' by tnal division, and aext apply the elliptic curve method to the remaming quotient, if it is not already equal to l
C Methode dependmg on smoothness te^ts
The factonng algonthms presented so far are successful äs soon äs we find a cerwin abehan group with smooth order In Subsections 4 C through h we will see a differcnt application of smoothness Instead of waitmg for the occurrence of one lucky group with smooth order, the algonlhms in this subsection combine many lucky mstances of smooth group element* For the algonthms in the present subsettion the eiliptic curve smoothness test that we have seen at the end of (4 3) will be very useful to recognize those smooth group elements The algonthms in Subsections 4 D and 4 E do not need 700 A.K. LINSTRA, H W. LENSTRA, JR smoothness tests, but instead rcly on sieving techniques. We abbreviate L"[/J] to (ct. Subsection 2.B). [28, 59] ). Lei n be a composile integer that we wish to factor, and let ße R >0 . In this algorithm one attempts to find integers χ and y such that x 2 = y 2 modn in the following way:
DIXON-S RANDOM SQUARES ALGORi THM (cf.
( Dixon has shown that, if n is composite, not a prime power, and free of factorŝ^[ ß]> then with probability at least i, a factor of n will be found by Computing gcd (x H-y, n) , for x and y äs above (cf. [28] ). Therefore, we expect to factor n if we repeat the second and third step a smalJ number of times. We will see that this leads to an algorithm that takes expected time L[^/2~\, and storage
Before analyzing the running time of this algorithm, let us briefly explain how the second step can be done. . It is on this point that the random squares algorithm distinguishe? itself from many other faclormg algorithms that we discuss in these sections. Nameiy, it can be proved that, for random m's, the r(m)'s behave with respect to smoothness properties äs random integers < n (cf. [28] ). This makes it possible to give a riyorous analysis of the expected running time of the random squares algorithm. For practical purposes, however, the algorithm cannot be recommcnded.
The iinear dependencies in the second step can be found by means of Gaussian elimination in time L[3/f). The whole algorithm therefore runs in expected time L[max(/i+ l/(2/0,3/i)]. This is minimized for ß-$, so that we find that the random squares algorithm takes time L[i] and storage L [l] .
As in Algorithm (3.10), however, we notice that at most -calculus algorithm (3.10) . 4.8. VALLfcE' s TWO-THIRDS ALGORITHM (cf. [79] ). The fastest, fully proved factoring algorithm presently known is Vallee's two-thirds algorithm. The algorithm is only different from Dixon's random squares algorithm in the way the integers m in step (4.7)(1 ) are selected. Instead of selecting the integers m at random, äs in (4.7), it is shown in [79] how those m can be selected in an almost uniform fashion in such a way that the Jeast absolute remainder of m 2 mod n is at most 4n 2 ' 3 . According to Subsection 2.A the resulting factoring algorithm then takes expected time L[max(/?+(3)/(2/?), 2/?)], which is £·[%/!] for ß= ,/ϊ-The storage needed is L [^] . For a description of this algorithm and for a rigorous proof of these estimates we refer to [79] . 4.9. THE CONTINUED FRACTION ALGORITHM (cf. [52] ). If we could generate the m's in step (I) of the random squares algorithm in such a way that the r(m)'s are small, say *ζ^η, then the r(m)'s would have a higher probability of being smooth, and that would probably speed up the factoring algorithm. This is precisely what is done in the continued fraction algorithm. We achieve an expected time i-[I] and storage i. [i] .
Suppose that n is not a square, lel α,/ί> ( denote the ith continued fraction convergent to ^Jn, and let r[a,) = af -nb*. It follows from the theory of continued fractions (cf. The computation of the a,modn and r(a t ) can be done in O ((log«) 2 ) bit operations (given the previous values) by means of an Iteration that is given in [52] . The second step of the random squares algorithm can be adapted by including an extra coordinate in the vector representing r(ä,) for the factor -1. The smoothness lest is again done by means of the elliptic curve method. Assuming that the | /·(α,·)| behave like random numbers <2 v /n the probability of smoothness is L[l/(4/J)], so that the total running time of the algorithm becomes L[max(/<+ l/(4/>), 2/?)]. With the optimal choice /?= | we find that time and storage are bounded by L [l] and L[J], respectively.
We have assumed that the \r(a,)\ have the same probability of smoothness äs random numbers <2^/n. The fact that all primes p dividing r(a,) and not dividing n satisfy (°)=1, is not a serious objection against this assumption; this follows from [74, Theorem 5.2] under the assumption of the generalized Riemann hypothesis. More serious is that the r(a t ) are generated in a deterministic way, and that the period of the continued fraction expansion for ^Jn might be short. In that case one may replace n by a small multiple.
The algorithm has proved to be quite practical, where we should note that in the implementations the smoothness of the r(a,) is usually tested by other methods. For a further discussion of the theoretical justificution of this method we refer to [59] .
SEYSEN sci ASS GROUP ALGORITHM (cf
be the compoMte inleger to be factored We assume that n is odd, and that -n = \ mod4, which can be achieved by replacing n by 3n if necessary Put Δ = -n, and consider the class group C a We introduce some concepts that we need in order to descnbe the factonzation algonthm 4. 1 1. R ANDOMLY GfcNERATING REDUCED FORMS WITH KNOWN FACTORIZATION ConSldef the pnme forms / p , with p ^c-(log|/4|) 2 , that generate C a under the assumption of the GRH (cf (2 1 7) ) Let e f e {0, l , , |d| -l } bc randomly and independently selected, for every /P H follows from the bound on the class number \\ Λ (cf (2 1 5) ) and from the fact that the /P generate C a that the reduced form Π/ρ With r f = e p -t f , where e"=0 for p>c-(logM|) 2 , we get (4.13) Π ','=!.
Notice that dt most c-(log|^|) 2 +log|4| of the exponentb r p are non zero If all exponents are even, then the left-hand side of (4 13) wuh r p replaced by r f ß is an ambiguous form Therefore, if wc have many equations like (4 1 3), and combine them in the proper way, we might be able to find an ambiguous form, äs in the rändern squares dlgorithm (4 7) this is done by lookmg for a linear aependency modulo 2 among the \ectors consisting of the exponents r e There is no guaraitee, however, that the thus constructed ambiguous form leads to a nonlnvidl factonzation of \A\ Fortunately, Ihr probabihty that this happens is large enough, ds shown in [74, Proposition 8 6] or [42, Section (4 6)] if L[/?] equations äs in (4 1 3) have been determmed in the way descnbed above, then a random linear dependency modulo 2 among the exponent vectors leads to a nontrivial factonzatiun with probabihty at least i -o(l) 
D The quadratic sieve algorithm
In this subsection we bnefly describe practical factonng algonthms that run in expected time L" [l] , and that existed before the elliptic curve method As the methods from the previous subsection, but unlike the elliptic curve method, the runnmg limes of the algonthms to be presented here do not depend on the size of the factorb Nevertheless, the methods have proved to be very useful, especially in cases where the elliptic curve method performs poorly, i e , if the number n to be factored is the product of two pnmes of about the same size We abbreviate L"[ß} to 4.15. POMERANCE s QUADRATIC SIEVE ALGORITHM (cf [59] ) The quadratic sieve algonthms only differ from the algonthms m (47), (48) , and (49) A similar procedure takes care of the powers of pand p = 2 Weconclude that we mdeed get the same time L [l] äs with the elliptic curve smoothness lest, but now we need to störe all /. [l] values r(m) We bhould notc, however, that sieving is m practice rnuch faster than applymg the clliptic curve smoothness lest, and that the sieving mterval can easily be divided mto smaller consecutive intervals, to reduce the storage requirements (Actually, not the r(m)'s, but their logarithms are stored, and the r(m)'s are not divided by p but log p is subtracted from log r(m) dunng the sieving) For other practical considerations we refer to [59] 4 16. Tut MUITIPLE POLYNOMIAL VARIATION (cf [60, 76] ) Becduse there is only one polynomial in (4 15) that generates all smooth numbers that are needed, the size of the sieving mterval must be quite large Also, the quadratic residues r(m) grow hnearly with the i>ue of the mterval, which reduces the smoothness probabihty If we could use many polynomials äs in (4 15) and use a smaller mterval for each of them, we might get a faster algonthm This idea is due to Davis (cf [24] ), we follow the approach that was mdependently suggested by Montgomery (cf [60, 76] 
For any n äs above, we can now generate a quadratic polynomial satisfymg our needs Domg this for many a's, we cari steve over nany shoiter intervals, with a higher probability of success Remark that this can be Jone m parallel and mdependently on any numberof machmes, each machine working 31l its own sequence öl a's, see [17, 44, 60, 76, 78] for a discussion of the practical iroblems mvolved l he multiple polynomial Variation of the quadratic sieve algonthm is thc only currently available method by which an arbitrary 100-digit number can be factored within one month [44] .
A.E. The cubic sieve algorithm
In this final subsection on faclorization we mention an open problem whose solution would lead to a faclorization algorithm that runs in cxpected time L"[s] for some s with v /|^s< 1. Instead of generating sufficiently many smooth quadratic residues modulo n dose to /n äs in Subsection 4.D, one attempts to find identities modulo n that involve substantially smaller smooth numbers, and that still can be combined to yield Solutions to x 2 = y 2 modn. The idea presented here was first described in [22] ; it extends a method by Reyneri [65] Notice that the last two conditions imply that at least one of \a\, |t»|, and |c| is ^ (n/2) 2.19) ).
Consider the cubic polynomial (aU + b)(aV+b)(a( -U-V) + b). Fix some ce with
With the lower bound on β derived above, we see that this leads to a factoring algorithm that runs inexpected time L" [s] forsomes with N /|^s< l,at least if wecan find a, b, c äs in (4. 1 7) within the same time bound. If β, b, and c run Ihrough the integers ;gn" 3+°(1> in absolute value, one gets n' +0( " differences b 3 -a 2 c, so wc expect that a solution to (4.1 7)exists. The problem isof course that nobody knows how to find such a solution efficiently for general n. The cubic sieve algorithm might be useful to factor composite n o! the form b 3 -c with c small, and for numbers of the form y" ± l (cf. [14] ). For a discrete logarithm algorithm that is based on the same idea we refer to [22] .
Primality lesting
S.A. Introduction
As we will see in Subsection 5.B, it is usually easy to prove the compositeness of a composite number, without fmding any of its factors. Given the fact that a number is composite, it is in general quite hard to find its factorization, but once a factorization is found it is an easy matter to verify its correctness. For prime numbers it is just the other way around. There it is easy to find the answer, i.e., prime or composite, but in case of primality it is not at all straightforward to verify the correctness of the answer. The latter problem, namely proving primality, is the subject of Subsections 5.B and 5.C. By primality lest we will mean an algorithm to prove primality.
In Subsection 4.B we have seen that replacing the multiplicative group (Z/pZ)* in Pollard's p-l method by the group E(Z/pZ), for an elliptic curve E modulo p (cf. Subsection 2.B), resulted in a more general factoring algorithm. !n Subsection 5.C we will see that a similar change in an older primality lest that is based on the properties of (Z/p Z)* leads to new primality tests.
This older algorithm is reviewed in Subsection 5.B, together with some well-known results concerning probabilistic compositeness algorithms. The primality tests that depend on the use of elliptic curves are described in Subsection 5.C.
More about primality tests and their implementations can be found in [83, 47] .
5.ß. Some classical methods
Let n be a positive integer to be tested for primality. I,n this Subsection we review a method, based on a variant of Fermat's iheorem, by which compositeness of n can easily be proved. If several attempts to prove the compositeness of n by means of this method have failed, then it is considered to be very likely that n is a prime; actually, such numbers are called probable primes. Ft remains to prove that such a number is prime. For this purpose, we will present a method that is based on a theorem of Pocklington, and that makes use of the factorization of n-1. 5.1. A PROBABILISTIC COMPOSITENESS TEST Fernwt's theorem states that, if n is prime, then a" =a mod n for all integers a. Therefore, to prove that n is composite, it sultkes to find an integer a for which a" Φ a mod n; such an a is called a witness to the compositeness of n. Unfortunately, there exist composite numbers, the so-called Carmichael numbers, for which no witnesses exist, so that a compositeness lest based on Fermat's theorem cannot be guaranteed to work.
The following variant of Fermat's theorem does not have this disadvantage: if n is prime, then a" = ± l modnora" 2 ' = -l mod n for an integer i e {1,2, ...,fc -l},where 0<a<n and n -l = u · 2* with u odd Any u Sor which no such ι exists is agam called a witness to the compositeness of n, if a is nol a witness, we say that n passes the lest for this a It has been proved [64] that for an odd composite n, there are at least 3(n -l)/4 witnesses among {1,2, , n -l} Therefore, if we randomly select some <j' s from Ihis mterval, and subject n to the test usmg theseäs, it is rather unlikely that a composite n passes all tests A number passing several tests, say 10, is called a probable pnme In [49] Miller has shown that, if the generalized Riemann hypothesis holds, thcti there is for each composite n a witness in {2, 3, ,c-(logn) 2 } for some effectively computable constant c, according lo [5] the value c = 2 suffices Notice that a proof of the generalized Riemann hypothesis therefore would lead to a pnmahty test «hat runs m time polynomial in log n For a weaker probabilistic compositeness test, based on Jacobi symbols, see [77] , U is weaker m the sense that each witness for this test is also a witness for the above test, but not conversely Now that we can recogmze composite numbers, let us consider how to prove the primahty of a probable pnme 5.2. PocKLiNGTONSTHhOREM (cf [55] ) Lei n be an mteger> l, and lel s, be a positive dwisor ofn-l Suppose there is an inleger a satn>fyiny a"~l =1 mod n, gcd(a'" ~ u/ * -l, n)= l for each pnme q dividing s
Then every pnme p dwiding n is l mod s, and ifs>^/n -l then n is pnme
We omit the proof of this theorem, äs H can easily be deduced from the proof of a similar theorem below (cf 5 4)), by replacing the role that is played by £(Z/p Z) in that proof by (Z/p Z)* here Instead, let us consider how this theorem can be employed to prove the pnmality of a probable pnme n Apparently, to prove the pnmality of n by means of this theorem, we need a factor s of n -l, such that s> v /n -l, and such that the complete factonzation of 5 is known Given such an s, we simply select non-zero mtegers a e Z/n Z at random until both conditions are satisfied For such a, the first condition must be satished, unless n is composite The second condition might cause more problems, but if n is prime then q -l out of q choices for a will satisfy it, for a fixed q dividing s Therefore, if an α satisfymg both conditions has not been found after a reasonable number of trials, we begin to suspect th-u n is probably not prime, and we subject n to some probabilistic compositeness tests äs m (5 1)
The mam disadvantage of this method is that an s äs above is not easy to find, because factonng n -l is usually hard If n is pnme, then n-l is the order of (Z/p Z)* for the only prime p dividing n, in the next subsection we will randomize this order by replacing (Z/p Z)* by £(Z/p Z) For other generalizations of this method we refer to the extensive Iiterature on this subject [14, 47, 66, 73, 83] 5.3. THE JACOBI SUM Ttsr (if [3, ?0 ]) The first pnmality test that could routmely handle numbers of a few hundred decimal digits was the Coheri Lenstra version [20] of 708 A K LENSTRA, H W LENSTRA }f the primalily lest by Adleman, Pomerance, and Rumely [3] 1t runj, in Urne (logn) 0 " 0 ·' 0 ' 10 *" 1 , whith makes it the fastest delermimstic pnmality lest Details concerning the Implementation of this algonthm can be found in [19] For a description of an improved version and iis Implementation we refer to [11] 5 C Pnmality testing ui>ing elliptic curves
We assume that the reader is familiär with the matenal and the notation introduced ir Subsection 2 B In this subsection we discuss the consequences of the following aualogue of Theorem (5 2) 5.4. THhOREM Lei n> l be an integer with %cd(n,6)=l Lei E = £" 6 be an elhptii curve modulo n (c/ ( 2 7) (2 10) we choose the a that« used in the deßmtion ofthe elhptit, curve E a t, Then # E(l· ") = 0 mod i/or every pnme p dwidma n (cf (2 2), (2 7)), and ifs > (n" 4 + l) 2 then n u, pnme PROOF Let p be a prime dividmg n, and let ß = (m/»)· P"e £(F P ) By (2 10) we have i · Q = m · P" -(m · P)" = O", so the order of β divides i If q is a pnme dividmg s then (2 9)) The order of β is therefore not a divisor of s/q, for any prime q dividmg s, so this order equals s, and we find that # Hl·,,) = 0mod5
In (24) we have seen that #£(F p ) = p-H l -t, for some integer t with \t\^2^/p (Hasse's inequahty) It follows that (p 1 ' 2 + l) 1 ^ #E(F p ) With i>(/j" 4 -f l) 2 and # L(l< p ) = 0 mod i this imphes that p > /n, for any prime p dividmg n, so that n must be pnme Thib proves the theorem Π 5 5. Ri MARK The proof of Theorem (5 2) follows the samf hnes, with p-l replacing m Theorem (5 4) can be used to prove the pnmality of a probable prime n m the following way, an idea that is due to Goldwasser and Kihan (cf [30] ), for earlier applicalions of ellipnc curves to pnmahty tests se; [10, 18] 5.6. OUT i iNt 01 THE PRIMALITY TEST First, select an elliptic curve L over Z/n Z and an integer m, such that m = # L(Z/n Z) if n is pnme and such that m can be written äs kq for asmall inleger k> l and probable pnme q> (n" 4 + l) 2 , in ( 5 7) and (5 9) we will present t wo methods to select h and m Next, find a pomt PeE(Z/nZ) satisfymg ihe requirements in Theorem (5 4) with 5 = q, on the assumption that q is, prime This is done äs lollows l irst, use (2 11) to find a random pomt Pe£(Z/n/) Next, compute (m / q)-P = k ·P, if k-P is undehned, we find a nontrivial divisor of n, which is exceedmgly unlikcly if k-P = 0, something (hat happcns with probability < \ if n is pnme, select a new P and try agam Olherwise, venfy lhat q-(k-P)-m-P = O, which must be the case if n κ pnme, because in that case #E(Z/»iZ) = m The exislencc of P now proves that n κ prime if q is pnme, by (5 4) Fmally, the primality of q is proved recursively We will discuss two methods to select the pair £, m 5.7. THE RANDOM CURVE TEST (cf [30] ) Select a random elliptic curve L modulo n äs descnbed in (2 11) , and attempt to apply the dl Vision points method mentioned in (2 6) to£ If this algonthm works, then K produces an integer m that isequal to #E(Z/nZ)if n is prime If the algonthm does not work, then n ts not pnme, because U is guaranteed to work for pnme n This must be repeated until m satisfies the requirements in (5 6) 5.8. THE RUNNING TIME OF THE RANDOM CURVF TEST First remark that the recursion depth is O(logn), because k> l so that q^(^/n+ l) 2 /2 (cf (2 4)) Now consider how often a random elliptic curve E modulo n has to be selected before a pair E, m äs in (5 6) is found Assummg that n is prtme, #E(Z/nZ) behaves approximately like a random integer near n, according to Proposition (2 5) Therefore, the probabihty that m = kq with k and <j äs in (5 6) should be of the order (log «) ', so that O(log n) random choiccs for E should suffice to find a pair E, m
The problem is to prove thdt this probabihty is indeed of the order (log n) ', for a positive constant c This can be shown to be the case if we suppose that there is a positive constant c such that for all xeR >2 the number of primes between χ and x + ^/2x (cf (24)) is of the order ^/x(lo%x)~c Under this assumption, the random curve lest proves the primality of n in expected time O((log«) 9+c ) (cf [30] ) By a theorem of Heath-Brown, the assumption is on the averaqe correct In [30] it is shown that this imphes that the fraction of primes n for whith the algonthm runs in expected time polynomial in log n, is at least l -o(2~'"°''°"') where / = [log 2 n] In their original algonthm, however, Goldwasser and Kilhan only allow k -2, ι e, they wait for an elliptic curve E such that # E(Z/n Z)=2q By allowmg more values for k, the fraction of primes for which the algonthm runs in polynomial time can be shown to be much higher [62] (cf [2] ) For a primality lest that runs in expected polynomiai time for all n, see (5 12) below Because the random curve fest makes use of the division points method it is not considered to be of much practical value A practical version of (56) is the followmg lest, due to Atkm [4] Details concerning the Implementation of this algonthm can be found in [51] 59. THECOMPIEX MULTIPLICATIONTFST(C/[4]) Here one does not start byselectmg L but by selectingthecomplexmultiplicationfield i,of F(cf (26)) IhefietdLcaa be used to uilculate m, and only if m is of the required form kq (cf (5 6)), onc determmes the pair a, b defimng L This is done äs follows Lei A be a negative fundamental discnminant ζ -7 i e J=0 or l mod4 and there is no seZ >t such that 4/s 2 is a discnnvnant Denote by L the imagmary quadratic field Q(^/Ä) and by A = Z[( A + ^/a)/2] its ring of integers (cf (26)) Welry to find v with vv = nm A It isknown that(£) = l and(£) = l fortheodd pnme divisors p of Δ are necessary conditions for the existence of v, where we assume (hat gcd(n, 2/4)= l If these conditions are not satisfied, select another Δ and try agam Otherwise, compute an integer b e Z with b 2 = A mod n This can for mstance be done usmg a probabilistic mcthod for finding the roots of a polynomial over a finite field [37, Section 4 6 2], where we assume that n is pnme, for this algonthm to work, we do not need a proof that n is prime If necessary add n to b to achieve that band Δ have the same panty We then have that b 1 = Δ mod 4n, and that n = Zu + Z((b+ ,/4)/2) is an ideal m A with n · ή = /4 · n Attempt to sol ve n = A · v by lookmg for a shortest non-zero vector μ in the lattice n If μμ = η then take ν = μ, otherwise vv = n is unsolvable Finding μ, and v if it exists, can for example be done by means of the reduction algonthm (2 12) With b äs above, consider the form (a, b, c) with a = n and c = (ft 2 -Λ)/(4η) For any two integers χ and y the value ax 2 +bxy+cy 2 of the form at x, yequals \xn+ y((b + ^fÄ)/2)\ 2 /n, the square of the absolute value of the correspondmg element of n divided by n U follows that μ can be determmed by Computing integers χ and y for which αχ 2 +bxy + cy 2 is minimal More in particular, it follows that v with w = n exists if and only if there exist integers χ and y for which the form assumes the value l
Because gcd(«, 24) = l, we have that gcd(n, b) = l , so that the form (a, b, c) is primitive, which makes the theory of Subsection 2C apphcable Apply the reduction algonthm (2 12) to (a,b,c) , obviously, the sei {αχ 2 + bxy + cy 2 x,yeZ} does not change in the course oi the algonthm Because a reduced form assumes its minimal value for x= l and y = 0, the χ and y for which the original form (a, b, t) κ mimmized now follow, äs mentioned m the last paragraph of (2 12 of f ' & cquals the ciass number öl L, and is therefore * \J\A\. As these polynomiais depend only on Δ, they should bc tabulated More about the computation of these polynomiais can be found m [80, Compute a /eroyeZ/nZ of F^ over Z/n Z, and let c be a quadratic non-residue modulo n (assuming that n is pnme). Put k=j/(\72&-j), then k is well-defined and non-zero because Λ ^ -7 Finally, choose £ äs the elhptic curve £ 3 », 2 t or E ikl^2 kc s m such a way that # £(Z/n Zl = m if n is pnme, the right choice can be made äs descnbed at the end of (2 6).
We made the restnction <4< -7 only to simplify the exposition. If n=lmod3 (respectively n = l mod 4), one should also consider Δ = -3 (respectively Λ = -4), äs u gives nse to six (four) pairs £, m; the equations for the curves can m these cases be detenrnned m a more straightforward manner, cf.
[46]
5.10. THL RUNNING TIME OF THE COMPLEX MULTIPLICATJON TEST. We present a heunstic analysis of the runmng time of the method just described The computation of v is dommated by the computation of ^fÄ mod n and therefore takes expected time O ((logn) 3 ) (cf. [37, Section 46.2]); with fast multiplication techmques this can be reduced to O((logn) 2+e ). It is reasonable to expect that one has to try O(()ogn) 2+t ) values of Δ before m (or m') has the required form, so that we may assume that the final Δ is O((log nJ 2te ). For a reduced form (a,b) and z=(ft-f-v /5)/(2a), q=e 2 *", one can show that \j(z) -<j~'|<2100, and if, with the same notation, the summation in the denmtion of j(z) is terminated after K terms and the product after K factors, then the error is OtK 1^) To bound the coefficients of Ρ Λ we notice that^(z) can only be large for small a Smce the number of reduced forms (a, b) with a fixed a is bounded by the number of divisors of a, there cannot be too many large j(z)'s. It follows that one polynomial F"can be computed in time l^i^^^'^Ortlog «)**'), U is hkely that u can be done in time |/d|' +oll) = O((log n) 2 *') usmg fast multiplication techmques Assuming that n is pnme, a zero of F a can be computed in time (ordmary), or (fast) Heuristically, it follows that the whole primahty proof takes time O((log η) 6+Ι ), which mcludes the O(log n) factor for the recursion The method has proved to be quite practical äs shown in [51] With fast multiplication techmques one gets O((log«) 5+c ). As Shallit observed, the latter result can be improved to O((logfi) 4+l ), if we only use J's that can be wntten äs the product of some small pnmes, to compute the square roots modulo n of the d's, it then suffices to compute the square roots ofthose small primes, which can be done at the begmmng of the computation 5.1 1. REMARK. It should be noted that both algorithms based on (5 6), if successful, yield a certificate of primahty that can be checked m polynomial time 712 AK LENiTRA.HW UNSTRA JH 5.12. THC ABEUAN VARIETY TEST (if [2] ) A primality lest that runs in expected polynomial Urne for all n can be obtamed by using .ihchan vaneties of higher dimcnsions, äs proved by Adleman and Huang in [2] We explam (he basic idea underlymg their algonthm, without attemptmg to give a complete descnption Abelian vaneties are higher dimensional analogues of elliplic curves By defimtion, an abelian vanety over a field K is a projective group vanely A over K The sei of points A(K) oi an abelian vanety over a field K has the structure of an abeiian group Moreover, if K = F P then #/4(F p ) = p·+O((4p)»~"
2 ), where g is the dimension of A One dimensional abelian vaneties are the same äs elliplic curves Examples of abelian vaneties over F p , for an odd pnme p, can be obtamed äs follows Let / be a monic square-free polynomial of odd degree 2g + l over F p , and consider the hyperelliptic curve v 2 =f(x) over F p Then the Jacobian A of this curve is an abelian vanety of dimension g over F p The elements of/l(l·,) can in this case be regarded äs pairs (a,b) with a,teF p [T], a monic, i> 2 =/moda and degree(b) < degree(a) sig Note the analogy with thedefimtion of reduced forms in Subsection 2 Cand (2 12), with / playmg the role of Δ The composition in the abelian group A(F f ) can be done äs in (2 13) (cf [16] ) l he order of A(f f ) can be computed äs descnbed in [2] , or by an extcnsion of a method by Püa, who generahzed the division points method (cf (2 6)) to curves of higher genus and to abelian vaneties of higher dimension [54] The abelian vanety lest pioceeds in a similar way äs, the random turve lest, but with g= l replaced by g~2 The order of A(F P ) is then in an interva! of length O(x 3 ' 4 ) around χ=p 2 The main dilTerence with the random curve test is that it can be proved that this interval contams sufficiently many pnmes [34] Tht. problem of provmg the primalily of a probable pnme n is then reduced, in expected polynomial time, to provmg the primalily of a number of order of magnitude n 2 Although the recursion obviously goes in the wrong direction, it has been proved in f2J that, after a few iterations, we may expect to tut upon a number whose primalily can be proved m polynomia) time by means of the random curve test (5 7)
